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(Raekwon: What? Hey yo!)

Intro: [from the motion picture "The Usual Suspects"]

There's no coke!
What?
You heard me you dumb fuck, there's no coke!
What the fuck do you mean, there's no coke?
I've been up and down this ship. I've been in every
fuckin room!
There's gotta be coke!
There is nothing! NOTHING!

Huh, uh, uh, help please!
Huh, uh, uh, uh, uh, uh, uh, help me! *gunshot*

Intro Two: Master Killer

It's assassi, it's assination day, I stalk...
It's assassination, I sta...
It's assassination day... 
It's assassination day, I

Verse One: Inspector Deck

Ryzarector, Madman, uh, uhh, yo, uhh
I move through the third world, my third eye's the
guiding light
Invite the fight, we all die tonight
The life I lived, a 25 to life bid
Parole reneged, I stroll the globe fugitive
CREAM is short, C-cypher power stalk plus the fiend talk
Three G's accost in Supreme Court
White lies and blackmail land me back in jail
We're all for sale, a stolen gold but it fail
Stranded on the front line, I shine to the dumb and
blind
It comes time I take back what was once mine
Crunch time in the first quarter, from the worst
slaughter
Devil's poisonin the birth water
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The earth daughter rest her head on my chest
Through the struggle we cuddle under half-moon crest
While the press plant fear and exploit the gun blastin
Central broadcasting is shackling, nerves are
unfastened, shhhh
Trapped in deep-water gaspin
I Clash With the Titans from my half on the action

Verse Two: RZA

I stop producers careers, the weak spot was their ears
Scorpion darts hits their mark, pierce their heart with
silver spears
You're bewil
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